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2018 F O R WA R D P R I Z E S F O R P O E T RY
A N N O U N C E “U R G E N T, E N G A G E D A N D
I N S P I R AT I O N A L” S H O R T L I S T S
Nuclear stand-off, new-born lambs, sex, Hollywood blockbusters, and addiction - Britain’s
most coveted poetry awards, the Forward Prizes for Poetry, have today announced shortlists
dominated by “urgent, engaged and inspirational” voices tackling complex subjects with brio.
The chair of the 2018 jury, the writer, critic and broadcaster Bidisha, said: “In reading for this
year ’s Forward Prizes, the other judges and I discovered an art form that is in roaring health.
We read countless collections full of wonder and possibility, light but not trivial, serious but not
depressing, lushly emotional but not sentimental, frequently witty and capable of great craft and
zingy modernity.
“Our shortlists represent the stunning variety and breadth of poetry today, with contemporary
international voices that are urgent, engaged and inspirational.”
The Forward Prizes for Poetry celebrate the best new poetry published in the British Isles. They
honour both established poets and emerging writers with three distinct awards: Best Collection,
Best First Collection and Best Single Poem. They are sponsored by Bookmark Content, the content
and communications company.
The 2018 Forward Prize for Best Collection (£10,000)
Vahni Capildeo – Venus as a Bear (Carcanet)
Toby Martinez de las Rivas – Black Sun (Faber)
J.O. Morgan – Assurances (Cape)
Danez Smith – Don’t Call Us Dead (Chatto)
Tracy K. Smith – Wade in the Water (Penguin)
The 2018 Felix Dennis Prize for Best First Collection (£5,000)
Kaveh Akbar – Calling a Wolf a Wolf (Penguin)
Phoebe Power – Shrines of Upper Austria (Carcanet)
Abigail Parry – Jinx (Bloodaxe)
Shivanee Ramlochan – Everyone Knows I Am a Haunting (Peepal Tree)
Richard Scott – Soho (Faber)
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The 2018 Forward Prize for Best Single Poem (£1,000)
Fiona Benson – Ruins (Wild Court)
Liz Berry – The Republic of Motherhood (Granta)
Sumita Chakraborty – And death demands a labor (PN Review)
Jorie Graham – Tree (LRB)
Will Harris – SAY (The Poetry Review)
The books on the Best Collection shortlist combine watchfulness and energy, often articulating
points of view and relationships long silenced or left unspoken. J.O. Morgan throws the world’s state
of permanent nuclear alert into startling relief in Assurances, a single poem punctuated by voices of
Cold War players, including spies, pilots and even the bomb itself.
Tracy K. Smith, the US poet laureate, writes in Wade in the Water of what it means to be a citizen, a
mother and an artist in a culture arbitrated by wealth, men and violence.
Her fellow American, Danez Smith - a former world poetry slam finalist - uses a radical orator ’s
eloquence to tug at the labels linked unthinkingly to gender and race in Don’t Call Us Dead.
Vahni Capildeo - winner of the Forward Prize for Best Collection in 2016 - gives voice in Venus as a
Bear to the inanimate and non-human, from sheep and seeds to painted birds and Roman relics.
And in Black Sun, Toby Martinez de las Rivas displays a fascination with history and theology, with
the physical body and the body of the State, that has earned him comparisons to William Blake.
Bidisha said: “ The poets shortlisted explore everything from sexuality and passion to race and
identity, nuclear war to motherhood, the ruins of the past and the challenges that lie in the
future. Their styles range from controlled elegance to passionate declaration, crisp formalism and
conceptual rigour to song-like flow and wry diary-style notes, but are all fiery and joyful in their
audacity.”
Susannah Herbert, director of the Forward Arts Foundation which runs the Forward Prizes for
Poetry, said: “ The poetry shortlisted this year revives the ancient art of paying full and undivided
attention. In a time of ceaseless background noise, these poets don’t shy from the contemporary:
they clear a space in which all that is really important can be heard.”
The 2018 judging panel is chaired by writer, critic and broadcaster Bidisha, poets Mimi Khalvati,
Niall Campbell and Chris McCabe, director of the National Poetry Library, plus Jen Campbell, poet,
author and vlogger. The jury read 207 new collections and 188 single poems.
The Forward Prizes, founded by William Sieghart and sponsored since their launch in 1992 by the
content marketing agency, Bookmark (formerly Forward Worldwide), have been won by some of the
best-loved names in poetry: Thom Gunn, Seamus Heaney, Ted Hughes, Carol Ann Duffy and Jackie
Kay. They are awarded by the Forward Arts Foundation, and supported by Arts Council England.
The awards will be presented at a special event at the Southbank Centre on Tuesday 18 September,
featuring readings from all the shortlisted books. The 27th annual Forward Book of Poetry,
containing the judges’ choice of the year ’s poems, will be celebrated on the same day. The event
marks the start of a season of nationwide poetry celebrations, with National Poetry Day taking place
on 4 October.
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A recent Poetry Summit at The London Book Fair, convened by the Forward Arts Foundation and
Inpress Books, found that the poetry market is booming as audiences for poetry, as well as poets
themselves, are diversifying. 2017 marked the best sales on record for poetry books in both volume
and value. There is a new appetite for the work of living poets, and a burgeoning live events scene.
Tickets for the awards ceremony and readings can be found at: www.southbankcentre.co.uk/
whats-on/126414-forward-prizes-poetry-ceremony-2018
For further information, visit www.forwardartsfoundation.org or join the conversation at @
forwardprizes #forwardprizes.

Biographies of the shortlisted poets
Forward Prize for Best Collection Shortlist
Vahni Capildeo (b.1973, Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago) won the
Forward Prize for Best Collection in 2016 with Measures of Expatriation.
Asked about future projects in a subsequent interview, Capildeo spoke
of writing ‘thing-like poems which did not belong in any of the recent
books: moss, glass, lizard words’. Some of these have found their way
into Venus as a Bear, a collection that explores the strange affinities
humans have for creatures, objects and places.
Capildeo’s poetry deliberately resists purely biographical interpretation:
the author elects to be identified as ‘they/them’ in the context of their
work. They came to the UK in 1991 to study Old Norse at Christ Church
in Oxford, and to work for the Oxford English Dictionary. Their advice
for anyone starting out in poetry today is simple: ‘Delete Facebook. Go
outdoors’.

Toby Martinez de las Rivas (b. 1978, Winchester) moved from northeast England to Córdoba after the publication of his first collection,
Terror, in 2014. In an interview with Lucy Mercer, he described how
the ‘black sun’ of his new collection’s title developed from the small
black circles which served as Terror ’s section dividers: ‘Some time
after Terror went to press I was toying around with images and motifs.
I sketched a much larger circle into a document and infilled it with
black, and I was suddenly aware of it as a presence separate from me...
I found something terrible about it, about its featureless, even, dense
nothingness. But I sensed some kind of glory in it, too.’
The poems of Black Sun take their place on that line between terror and
glory which characterises the best religious poetry. Asked what advice
he would give to his younger self, he writes: ‘Be cautious. Not too
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cautious. Believe in language’.
J. O. Morgan (b. 1978, Edinburgh) is the son of a former R.A.F.
officer, who was involved in maintaining Britain’s Airborne Nuclear
Deterrent. Assurances is Morgan’s response to his father ’s tremendous
responsibility: it eavesdrops on the thoughts of those trying to
understand and justify their roles in keeping peace by threatening war.
Those overheard include civilians unaware of danger, enemy agents, the
whirring machines and even the bomb itself.
Morgan, who lives on a farm in the Scottish Borders, is the author of five
previous collections, each (like Assurances) a single book-length poem.
Natural Mechanical won the Aldeburgh First Collection Prize, and was
shortlisted for the Forward Prize for Best First Collection; Interference
Pattern, the first of his collections to be published by Cape, was
shortlisted for the T.S. Eliot Prize.

Danez Smith (b. 1989, St. Paul, Minnesota) writes poems which are
simultaneously jubilant and confrontational. Their debut, [insert] Boy,
won the Lambda Literary Award and the Kate Tufts Discovery Award.
After their poem ‘dear white america’ - included in Don’t Call Us Dead
- was featured on PBS NewsHour, Smith’s performance received 300,000
YouTube views in the space of a few days.
Smith is African-American, queer, gender-neutral and HIV positive. They
first became aware of the possibilities of contemporary poetry through
HBO’s ‘Def Poetry ’, and honed their performance skills with theatre
training and slams (Smith is the reigning Rustbelt Individual Champion).
The poems which excite them most, they say, are those which ‘through
language, better equip me to re-enter the world and proceed vigorously ’.

Tracy K. Smith (b. 1972, Falmouth, Massachusetts) is the Poet Laureate
of the United States. She began writing poems aged ten, but it was not
until she lost her mother to cancer at 22 that poetry became in her
words ‘a tool for living ’.
The five books she published prior to Wade on the Water established
her as one of the most exciting poets in the USA. In 2012 she won
the Pulitzer Prize for Life on Mars - a collection she has described as
‘looking out to the universe and forward to an imagined future’; Wade
on the Water, by contrast, looks ‘earthward and backward’, confronting
unflinchingly the moral crises of race and history in America.
Smith is also a librettist and translator. She is currently writing the
libretto for an opera entitled Castor and Patience, and co-translating the
work of the contemporary Chinese poet Yi Lei.
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Felix Dennis Prize for Best First Collection Shortlist
Kaveh Akbar (b. 1989, Tehran, Iran) teaches at Purdue University,
Indiana, and is the founding editor of Divedapper, a journal devoted to
interviews with poets. His first published poem, at seven years old, was
called ‘A Packer Poem’, and took as its subject-matter the Green Bay
Packers football team. Calling a Wolf a Wolf has darker concerns at its
heart: alcoholism, desire, faith. He has described it as an unconventional
addiction recovery narrative, ‘less focused on war stories and more on
the psycho/physio/cosmological implications of addiction and recovery ’.
As a very young child in Tehran, Akbar was taught by his parents to pray
in Arabic, a language none of them spoke. This idea of a special, secret
language would become the bedrock for his conception of poetry: ‘the
understanding that language has a capacity beyond the mere relay of
semantic data, that if a line could be spoken with sufficient beauty
and conviction, it might thin the membrane between its speaker and
whichever divine (God, desire, despair, the mind, the body) they wish to
address.’

Abigail Parry (b. 1983, UK) worked as a toymaker for seven years, and
the poems in Jinx bear a resemblance to dangerous toys or games:
patterned surfaces, concealments, trick doors, sliding panels abound.
She began thinking seriously about how poems worked when she read
Maura Dooley ’s ‘History ’ for the first time: ‘It fascinated me: you could
take it apart, like an engine, and examine every part to see what it was
doing; at the same time, it worked a spell, and you can’t see the joins in
a spell.’
She used money earned while travelling with a circus to join Maura
Dooley ’s creative writing MA course at Goldsmith’s in 2008. Parry
published her first poems under pseudonyms: ‘I wanted to have the
option of jettisoning this or that identity if it didn’t work out.’ In 2016,
she won the Ballymaloe Poetry Prize, the Free Verse Poetry Book Fair
Competition, and the International Troubador Prize.

Phoebe Power (b. 1992, Newcastle-upon-Tyne) was a Foyle Young Poet
of the year before studying in Cambridge, where she ran the Pembroke
Poetry Society. Her pamphlet Harp Duet was published by Eyewear in
2016.
The poems in Shrines of Upper Austria take their bearings from the
landscapes and local detail of Austria - where Power has travelled sometimes incorporating and assimilating whole lines of German among
the English. Several of the poems draw from the life-story of her Austrian
grandmother, Christl.
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Power says that ‘You can never be sure how readers will engage with your work when you write it
- readers are all different - so knowing that some people have connected with it is truly a joy.’ Her
enthusiasm with different modes of engagement has included adapting her poems into collaborative
video installations and performance pieces, featuring harps, electronica and a flood-destroyed
piano.

Shivanee Ramlochan (b. 1986, St. Joseph, Trinidad and Tobago) works
as an arts journalist and blogger in Trinidad. The daughter of a teacher,
she grew up surrounded by books: she says that ‘poetry was part of my
earliest experiences in reading, so that I remember books that were not
poems as though they were.’
Poetry for Ramlochan is a work of witness: the central thread of Everyone
Knows I Am a Haunting, ‘ The Red Thread Cycle’, addresses and gives voice
to survivors of sexual assault. ‘Some of the poems are as they emerged,
almost as if gifted, with me as a startled conduit of interpretation’,
she says. ‘Others have been worked and reworked, finessed, hewn and
shattered and restitched, to say what they must.’ The idea of a poem
which says what it must - which speaks with its own unmistakable interior
voice, and leaves the poet ‘awestruck and bewildered’ - is central to
Ramlochan’s practice as a writer.

Richard Scott (b. 1981, Wimbledon, London) used to be an opera singer
but the ‘inhuman rigours’ of the profession left him seeking escape. ‘After
years of obsessing over texts, librettos and poetry that had been set to
music, poetry seemed to me like almost a logical step. It became clear to
me that when you took the music away, there was still a “music” and a
rhythm to the poem - and that fascinated me.’
His chapbook Wound won the 2017 Michael Marks Award. In the same
year, he won the Poetry London competition with ‘crocodile’, a poem at
the centre of many of the trajectories worked out in Soho - submergence,
flesh, the vulnerability of queer bodies. Its snapping linebreaks and sharp
images remind the reader that he is, above all else, a thrilling poet.

Forward Prize for Best Single Poem Shortlist
Fiona Benson (b. 1978, Wroughton, Wiltshire) began keeping a special notebook for poetry, as
distinct from song lyrics, at the age of 17. A Faber New Poet, her first collection, Bright Travellers,
won the Seamus Heaney Prize. A second collection, Vertigo & Ghost, from which her shortlisted
poem is taken, is forthcoming from Cape in 2019.
Benson describes ‘Ruins’ as ‘a poem that tries to look at a real, hardworking, postnatal, middle-aged
body. I like that while it starts with dismay, it pivots on the recognition of the lopsided stomach
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into a celebration of what the body housed.’ She welcomes the new awareness and openness she
discerns towards these themes in contemporary poetry. She describes the Forward shortlisting as ‘a
validation of poems that write of the body, of the domestic realm, and of familial love, (it) says ‘yes,
these subjects are of interest, they really matter…and I agree. They do’.

Liz Berry (b. 1980, Black Country) was selected for the Jerwood/Arvon mentoring scheme in 2009:
with the encouragement of her mentor Daljit Nagra she incorporated the Black Country dialect of
her childhood into her poetry. The resulting collection, Black Country (2014), won the Forward Prize
for Best First Collection.
Berry ’s ‘ The Republic of Motherhood’ is the title poem of a forthcoming pamphlet, describing the
experience of becoming a new mother. The poem responds both to the support she received from
other mothers after the birth of her first son, and to a literary absence. ‘Our stories were beautiful,
raw, heartbroken, joyous and deep beyond reckoning. But when I looked to poems, the places that
had always comforted me, that experience was hard to find.’ In ‘ The Republic of Motherhood’, Berry
extends her project of drawing comfort from the hard-to-reckon-with.

Sumita Chakraborty (b. 1987, Nyack, New York) was awarded the Ruth Lilly and Dorothy Sargent
Rosenberg Poetry Fellowship from the Poetry Foundation in 2017. She describes her ideal poem as
one that ‘will write into being a world that already in some way exists’.
Her shortlisted poem, ‘And death demands a labor ’, takes its title from a line of Rilke’s. She has
described it as an ‘imagined elegy ’ for her father. ‘After having hassled at it unsuccessfully for
years’, she says, ‘one evening I walked back into my apartment after a full and ordinary day, sat
down on my bed and rewrote it in a single go.’
Chakraborty has recently completed and sent off both the manuscript of her first full collection, O
Spirit, and her Ph.D. thesis for Emory University, Georgia.

Jorie Graham (b. 1950, New York City) was expelled from the Sorbonne for participating in the 1968
student protests. She has since published thirteen collections of poems, most recently Fast. Over
the years, she has won the Pulitzer Prize, the Wallace Stevens Prize, the Nonino Prize and the 2012
Forward Prize for Best Collection. She teaches at Harvard.
The crown of branches which Graham conjures in ‘ Tree’, her shortlisted poem - ‘full of secrecy
insight immensity vigour bursting complexity ’ - might also describe her own poetic. Her
characteristic long lines and jolts of syntax illuminate the held objects suddenly and very brightly.
‘ Tree’ shows us, too, the process of its own making: ‘ The imagination tried to go here when we
asked it to, from where I hold the / fruit in my right hand, but it would not go.’

Will Harris (b. 1989, London) is the author of Mixed-Race Superman (2018) - an essay examining
resilience and self-creation, which takes as subjects Keanu Reeves, Barack Obama and Harris’s own
Anglo-Indonesian heritage - as well as a chapbook, All This is Implied, winner of the LRB Bookshop
Poetry Pick for best pamphlet. A selection of his work was included in Ten: Poems of the New
Generation; a full collection, provisionally entitled Rendang, is currently in the works.
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Harris began his shortlisted poem, ‘SAY’, after his father fell very ill. He describes it as being ‘about
my dad’s breached body; about fear and borders; about our desire for wholeness and purity; and
about the illusion of flow that can only be maintained by violence’. It was drafted in mid-air, on the
back of a Ryanair boarding pass.
ENDS

Notes to editors
1. Biographies of the shortlisted poets and samples of their work can be found on
www.forwardartsfoundation.org /forward-prizes-for-poetry
2. The Forward Prizes are among the most sought after accolades in the UK and Ireland for
established and emerging poets. With a total value of £16,000, the prizes are in three categories:
the Forward Prize for Best Collection (£10,000), the Felix Dennis Prize for Best First Collection
(£5,000) and the Forward Prize for Best Single Poem (£1,000)

3. Bookmark, the world-leading content and communications company, has been the sponsor and
key supporter of the Forward Prizes for Poetry since they were first awarded in 1992. Bookmark
creates engaging, shareable content in multiple formats and languages: it has offices in the UK,
Canada, the US, Peru, Chile and China and its clients include Patek Philippe, Air Canada, American
Express, LATAM, Dyson, Lindt, Standard Life and Tesco. Until 2016, Bookmark traded as Forward
Worldwide. For more information, see @BookmarkContent and bookmarkcontent.com.
4. Forward Arts Foundation, which runs the Forward Prizes for Poetry, celebrates excellence in
poetry and widens its audience. An Arts Council England National Portfolio organisation, it also coordinates National Poetry Day. Find it at www.forwardartsfoundation.org @forwardprizes and @
poetrydayuk.
5. Past winners of the Forward Prize for Best Collection are: Sinéad Morrissey for On Balance
(2017), Vahni Capildeo Measure of Expatriation (Carcanet) 2016, Claudia Rankine Citizen: An
American Lyric (Penguin) 2015, Kei Miller The Cartographer Tries to Map a Way to Zion (Carcanet)
2014, Michael Symmons Roberts Drysalter (Cape Poetry) 2013, Jorie Graham PLACE (Carcanet) 2012,
John Burnside Black Cat Bone (Cape Poetry) 2011, Seamus Heaney Human Chain (Faber & Faber)
2010, Don Paterson Rain (Faber & Faber) 2009, Mick Imlah The Lost Leader (Faber & Faber) 2008,
Sean O’Brien The Drowned Book (Picador Poetry) 2007, Robin Robertson Swithering (Picador Poetry)
2006, David Harsent Legion (Faber & Faber) 2005, Kathleen Jamie The Tree House (Picador Poetry)
2004, Ciaran Carson Breaking News (Gallery Press) 2003, Peter Porter Max is Missing (Picador
Poetry) 2002, Sean O’Brien Downriver (Picador Poetry) 2001, Michael Donaghy Conjure (Picador
Poetry) 2000, Jo Shapcott My Life Asleep (OUP) 1999, Ted Hughes Birthday Letters (Faber & Faber)
1998, Jamie McKendrick The Marble Fly (OUP) 1997, John Fuller Stones and Fires (Chatto) 1996,
Sean O’Brien Ghost Train (OUP) 1995, Alan Jenkins Harm (Chatto) 1994, Carol Ann Duffy Mean Time
(Anvil Press) 1993 and Thom Gunn The Man with Night Sweats (Faber & Faber) 1992.Bookmark, the
world-leading content and communications company, has been the sponsor and key supporter of the
Forward Prizes for Poetry since they were first awarded in 1992.
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